Machinery industry

Examples of deliveries:

- Forming machines and equipment
- Production lines
- Other deliveries
Mechanical presses

- Purpose of equipment: forming of sheet blanks
- Scope of deliveries: electrical equipment of mechanical presses
Mechanical presses

- Purpose of equipment: forming of cold sheet blanks
- Scope of deliveries: electrical equipment of mechanical presses
Hydraulic presses

- Purpose of equipment: forming of sheet metal blanks
- Scope of deliveries: electrical equipment of hydraulic presses
Hydraulic presses

- Purpose of equipment: hot forming of sheet metal blanks
- Scope of deliveries: electrical equipment of hydraulic presses
Forging presses

- Purpose of equipment: production of forgings free or die forging
- Scope of deliveries: electrical equipment of hydraulic forging presses
Forging cells

- Purpose of equipment: production of forgings - die forging
- Scope of deliveries: complete deliveries
Polishing lines

- Purpose of equipment: electrolytic cleaning of seamless stainless steel tubes
- Scope of deliveries: complete deliveries
Press lines

- Purpose of equipment: forming of sheet metal blanks
- Scope of deliveries: input part of line for processing sheet metal blanks
Handling section of billets

- Purpose of equipment: loading of materials (billets) for further processing
- Scope of deliveries: complete deliveries of handling section
Single purpose machines

- Purpose of equipment: assembly table for completion of products
- Scope of deliveries: complete deliveries of tables